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Abstract

Separators in High-Genus Near-Planar Graphs

Juraj Culak, M.S.
Rochester Institute of Technology, 2016

Supervisor: Dr. Ivona Bezáková

Graph separators are a powerful tool that are motivated by divide and
conquer algorithms on graphs. Results have shown the existence of separators
in arbitrary planar graphs and other graphs with less restricted structure. This
work explores planar separators and the planar separator theorem, as well as
the existence of separators in the class of high genus near-planar graphs. These
graphs have unbounded genus, where additionally the edges that cross each
other are located near each other in the graph. Several different graph classes
that are high genus near-planar graphs are investigated for their feasibility for
an extended separator theorem result.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Background
Separators in graphs are a valuable tool that can be used to obtain

fast algorithms for many graph problems. A separator splits the graph into
two unconnected regions of similar size where these regions only share a small
boundary region, the separator. Separators can be used in divide and conquer
algorithms on graphs. In particular, problems that are suited to divide and
conquer solutions are structured such that the problem may be solved recursively on smaller subproblems where these solutions are combined over the
boundary region.
To solve a problem by divide and conquer, the original problem can be
divided into smaller problems. These subproblems can be solved independently
of each other and in a similar manner to the original problem with relatively
smaller cost. When dividing the original problem it is necessary to insure that
the subproblems are all small relative to the original problem. Making each of
the multiple resulting subproblems equal in size guarantees this. Generally the
subproblems interact over a boundary region that separates them. A solution
for the whole problem is found by taking into account how the smaller problems
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are related to each other in the original case in this boundary region.
For graph problems, using a separator is a basic approach to setting up
such problems. When a separator is found in a graph, then the graph can be
divided into three components. The division yields two roughly equally sized
components that do not have any edges between them, while a third relatively
small component, the separator, forms the only connection. Thus the problem
can be solved recursively on the two separated components and merged using
the separator component.
The existence of separators, and efficient algorithms to find them, in
specific classes of graphs is useful when designing algorithms for solving more
difficult problems. Not all graphs have a proper separator. The complete
graph does not have any nontrivial subset of vertices that can be removed
that make the graph unconnected, and therefore it is not possible to find a
separator.
However when restrictions on the structure of graphs are imposed, separators can be easier to find. For instance a simple cycle can be separated by
taking a pair of vertices that have large distance between them as a simple
separator. Planar graphs, with their very restricted structure, are a class of
graphs that always have a separator that has a guaranteed small size. Lipton
and Tarjan proved a planar separator theorem, where a separator can be found
for all arbitrary planar graphs [1].

2

1.2

Separators
The idea of a vertex separator for a graph is to identify a set of vertices

in a graph, that when removed divide the remaining vertices into two balanced
unconnected partitions. Informally, given a graph G, the vertex separator is a
set of vertices, S, that is a cut set and where the remaining vertices in G \ S
form two unconnected regions A and B where three main properties hold.
The regions A and B are separated, i.e., there is no edge between the regions.
Both regions A and B are not too large relative to the number of vertices in
graph G. Finally the size of the separator is small. Furthermore, ideally the
separator could be found efficiently.
Definition 1 (Cut Set). Given undirected graph G = (V, E), a cut set is
constructed from V by partitioned V into three sets A, B, S, where the sets A
and B are unconnected, i.e., for all vertices u ∈ A and v ∈ B there is no edge
e = (u, v) in E. The set S is a cut set.
Definition 2 (Balanced Cut Set). Given undirected graph G with a cut set S
that partitions the graph into unconnected partitions A and B, S is said to be
a balanced cut set, with respect to balance parameter a, if |A| ≤ a|V | and
|B| ≤ a|V | for a given constant a that is 0 < a < 1.
Definition 3 (Vertex Separator). A set S of vertices is a vertex separator
for undirected graph G = (V, E) with n vertices, if G be partitioned into three
sets A, B, S, the following conditions are satisfied:
1. (Separation): S is a cut set,
3

2. (Balanced): the cut set S is balanced with respect to the given balance
constant a,
3. (Small Separator): S has size |S| = f (n), given separator size function
f (n).
A class of graphs is said to have a separator with respect to a and f (n)
if a vertex separator can be found for every graph in the class. The constant a
and function f are different depending on the specific class of graphs discussed.
However, for the separator to have any nontrivial meaning the bound on the
size of the separator must be |S| = o(n). Otherwise, the size of the separator
would be large relative to the original graph, and therefore would not aid in
divide and conquer techniques. For example, in a grid graph, a separator of
√
√
O( n) can be found by taking a single row or column of vertices. This O( n)
bound is the also the best bound for the class of planar graphs [1]. In this work
√
the parameters have value a = 2/3 and f (n) = n unless otherwise noted.

1.3

Motivation
In this section general divide and conquer techniques are described in

more detail. The use of planar separators in divide and conquer problems and
some additional properties and uses of planar separators are discussed.

4

1.3.1

Divide and Conquer Techniques
Graph separators can be used as a tool to solve many difficult and

specific problems. The main application is in “divide and conquer” problems.
Divide and conquer is a technique used to solve computational problems by
dividing the problem into smaller problems, applying the solution recursively
to each subproblem, and combining the solutions of the subproblems to get
a complete solution to the original problem. This combining stage must do
additional work at the boundary between the divided portions to produce the
correct solution.
The structure of the partitions formed by the separator is directly able
to be exploited by divide and conquer problems [2]. The two partitions A
and B are the subproblems that must be solved recursively, and the theorem
restricts their size to be smaller and balanced with size up to a|V | for both
partitions A, B, while the separator S is the boundary region on which the
combination stage occurs, whose size is O(f (n)).
This suggests that the time complexity of the solution can be constrained, depending on the difficulty of recombining the solution g(n). A
recurrence for the time complexity of the solution, T , can be stated:
T (|V |) = T (|A|) + T (|B|) + g(|S|)
Applying the balance constant a, and the separator size function yields:
T (n) = T (an) + T ((1 − a)n − O(f (n))) + g(O(f (n)))

5

A separator size of f (n) =

√
n as in the planar graph class:

√
√
T (n) = T (an) + T ((1 − a)n − O( n)) + g(O( n))
Assuming relatively equal partitions, a small separator, and that the combination complexity is O(|S|), i.e., g(n) = O(n):
√
T (n) = 2T (n/2) + c n
The master theorem for the analytic solution to recurrence relations [3] yields:
T (n) = O(n)
In fact as long as the difficulty of the combination stage is not hard, i.e.,
g(n) = O(nk ), then for graph classes where a separator can be found and the
problems can be solved using divide and conquer, a solution can be found in
polynomial time.
1.3.2

Additional Separator Uses
Separators have properties that can be exploited to tackle problems

outside of divide and conquer. An additional property of separators is that
any path from partition A to B must pass through S since S is a cut set
and therefore A and B do not have an edge directly connecting them. Thus
shortest paths problems, particularly all pairs shortest paths problems, may
take advantage of this property. This is particularly powerful when paired with
a separator with simple and understandable structure, such as a connected
cycle, rather than an arbitrary separator. An example of using this property
6

is a new lower time bound of O(n(log n)3 ) for finding the length of the shortest
cycle in a planar directed graph that was found using this separator technique
[4].
Additionally, separators allow for efficient data representations of graphs
[5]. The graph is separated recursively until the number of vertices in each
component is small enough to allow a preset number of bits to represent each
vertex in the component. This allows the storage for each component independently to reduce redundant information. Another use of separators has
been to provide efficient approximation schemes for combinatorial problems
encoded in graphs [6].
1.3.3

Report Structure
This work examines planar separators and beyond. Chapter One looks

at motivations for graph separators and examines divide and conquer techniques. Chapter Two looks at planar separators, and the proof of the planar
separator theorem in detail. A separator that is also a cycle is described,
along with examples of simple planar graph classes. Chapter Three examines
separators in non-planar graphs. First some previous work is described and
the classes of non-planar high genus graphs is motivated. This is followed
by an examination of some interesting non-planar high genus classes. Finally
the planar separator theorem is examined for extension to more general graph
classes. Chapters Four and Five summarize the results of the work along with
suggesting future work in the area.
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Chapter 2
Planar Separators

The case of separators for general planar graphs is examined in this
section. A proof of the Lipton-Tarjan planar separator theorem is described in
detail, and the main components of the proof are examined. Later, examples
of planar graphs with simpler separators are examined to illustrate separators.

2.1

Preliminaries
A planar graph is a graph that can be embedded in a plane without any

edges crossing each other. Embeddings of planar graphs are not unique, and
an embedding can be found for any planar graph in linear time [1]. The planar separator theorem does not require a specific embedding, and a separator
can be constructed for any planar graph without knowing an embedding. The
restricted structure of planar graphs ensures the existence of separators and allows for investigation of the properties of planar graphs. Separators for planar
√
graphs were discussed first by Ungar in 1951 with a bound of O( n log n) on
the size of the separator [7]. The bound was improved for all planar graphs by
√
Lipton and Tarjan to a tight asymptotic bound of O( n) [1]. The separator
constructed is an arbitrary set of vertices, and a further result by Miller shows
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the existence of a separator that is a simple cycle in planar graphs that are triangulated, i.e., every face in the embedding is formed by exactly three edges
[8]. The simple structure of this separator allows for easier reasoning when
using the separator result to examine more difficult problems. Additionally, it
is desirable to find a separator quickly. Lipton and Tarjan showed that planar
separators can be found within linear time [9].
The planar separator theorem uses some graph theoretic terminology.
The diameter of a graph G is the maximum distance between any two vertices
in the graph. A breadth first search tree of G is a structure that organizes the
vertices of G. The vertices are organized into a set of levels which partition
the vertices of the graph as follows. The first layer L0 is the set containing
just a root vertex v. Each additional layer Li contains vertices which are at
distance i from v. To contract of a set of vertices in G, the set of vertices is
removed from the graph, and a new contracted vertex v is added to the graph,
along with edges between v and each of the neighbors of vertices in the set of
removed vertices.
Given a planar graph G and an embedding of it, a dual graph H can be
constructed from the original where the faces, or regions in the plane enclosed
by edges in the embedding in G, are the vertices of H. An edge is present in
H between two vertices e and f , corresponding to faces E and F respectively
in the original G, if the faces E and F are adjacent in the planar embedding
of G that is constructed.

9

2.2

Planar Separator Theorem
The planar separator theorem as presented by Lipton and Tarjan [1]

is often used as a basis for separator theorems for more complicated classes,
and an understanding of it is useful for separator results in non-planar graph
classes. Specific values are assigned to the constant a = 2/3 on the size of the
√
partitions and the function f (n) = n constraining the size of the separator.
The planar separator theorem can be extended to weighted graphs. Also,
Lipton and Tarjan give an O(n) algorithm for producing the separator.
Theorem 1 (Lipton-Tarjan Planar Separator Theorem [1]). Let G be any
n-vertex planar undirected graph. The vertices of G can be partitioned into
three sets A, B, S, such that no edge joins a vertex in A with a vertex in B,
neither A nor B contains more than 2n/3 vertices, and S contains no more
√
than 4 2n + 6 vertices.
2.2.1

Proof of the Planar Separator Theorem [1]
The proof of the planar separator theorem is divided into two parts.

For a single connected component graph, the whole graph has its diameter
reduced, first constructing a breadth first search tree where portions of the
separator are identified. Then a separator is found in the reduced diameter
graph, since the size of the separator depends on the diameter of the graph,
by using the fundamental cycle lemma described later in Section 2.2.1. If the
graph has multiple components, each component is separated and the resulting
vertex sets are combined.
10

2.2.1.1

Diameter Reduction

The diameter of the graph, G, is reduced as follows. Construct a
breadth first search tree of G from an arbitrary root vertex, v. The vertices in the graph are divided into different levels of the search tree. Each level
is labeled Li where i is the distance to the starting vertex. An extra level is
created as Ld+1 and contains no vertices. Note that any level Li is a cut set,
since each vertex in levels closer to the root than i is not directly adjacent to
vertices that are further from the root than i. However this cut set may be
neither balanced nor small. The desired separator should be a cut set that is
both small and balanced. If any level is both balanced and small then this
level in the tree forms the separator.
There is some median level, Lm , where the number of vertices in the
levels closer to the root vertex than the median level is less that n/2, and the
same holds for levels further from the root. There is some level Lα closer to
√
the root than Lm which has less than n vertices. Similarly there is a level
√
Lβ further from the root with less than n vertices. Levels Lα and Lβ are the
closest levels to the Lm of those that satisfy the small number of vertices. The
median level must be at least distance 1 from the root, and therefore the root
√
level with one vertex may be Lα since |L0 | = 1 ≤ n. Similarly, the empty
√
level has 0 ≤ n vertices, and may be Lβ if there is no level closer to the root
vertex with the appropriate size.
We claim the distance between the two levels Lα above and Lβ below is
√
at most n, by a counting argument. To show this, note every level considered
11

between Lα and Lβ has at least

√

n vertices, otherwise that level would have

been chosen as Lα or Lβ . The number of vertices in the levels from Lα to Lβ is
β
P
|Lj |, and note the number of vertices in G is n. So let k be the number of
j=α
β
P
levels Lj between Lα and Lβ , then n ≥
|Lj | = avg(Lj ) · k ≥ min(Lj ) · k ≥
j=α
√
√
√
√
n · k. Thus n ≥ k n and k ≤ n. Thus there are at most n levels with at
√
√ √
√
least n vertices since n · n ≤ n. Thus we have a small, i.e., O( n) cut set

that is the union of levels Lα and Lβ , where the middle levels Lα+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Lβ−1
containing Lm are one vertex set A, and L0 ∪ . . . ∪ Lα−1 ∪ Lβ+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ld the
second vertex set B. However this cut set, though it satisfies the small size and
separation conditions for a separator, it may not produce balanced separated
sets A and B. Again, if the cut set produced does satisfy the balanced property
then this can be the separator that is the result of the construction.
Otherwise the diameter of the graph must be reduced, so that the
fundamental cycle lemma can be applied to produce a small separator. The
levels between Lα and Lβ contain more than 2/3 of the total vertices, since
otherwise the cut set would be balanced. The vertices in Lα and all levels closer
to the root are contracted to a single vertex. This contracted vertex represents
a small set, of size no more than n/3, and similarly the vertices further from the
root than Lβ have size at most n/3 in the original graph. Note n is the number
of vertices in the original graph G. Thus we can construct a new graph G∗
by taking the contracted vertex along with the vertices in the middle region,
while discarding the vertices in level Lβ and those vertices further from the
root than Lβ . Thus after contracting and discarding the vertices, the distance
12

from the new contracted root vertex to the farthest vertex is at most 1 +

√

n.

√

The breadth first search spanning tree now has diameter of at most 2 + 2 n.
2.2.1.2

Fundamental Cycle Lemma

Lemma 1 (Fundamental Cycle Lemma [1]). For any planar graph H with
diameter d, H can be partitioned into A, B, S where A and B are balanced
(|A|, |B| < 2/3|V (H)|), and |S| ≤ 2d + 1.
2.2.1.3

Proof of Fundamental Cycle Lemma [10]

The lemma states that a planar graph that is of diameter d has a
balanced cut set with size at most 2d + 1. Given a graph and an embedding,
a triangulated graph is constructed by adding edges to the original graph
connecting vertices until each face has exactly three boundary edges, while
maintaining planarity. A cut set can be constructed in the triangulated graph
and its planar embedding, and examining the spanning tree in the graph. The
depth of the tree is bounded by the diameter. This fundamental cycle cut set
is a simple cycle in the triangulated graph that forms a vertex separator.
Any non-tree edge added to the tree forms some cycle C. The length
of the cycle formed is restricted by the size of the tree. The length is the
longest distance path possible can be determined by examining the tree. The
distance between any two endpoints of the added connecting edge is at most
the distance to the root from one endpoint, which is bounded by d, and from
the root to the second endpoint, also less than d. The length of the cycle is this
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x

z

e
f

g
y

Figure 2.1: The triangulated face containing e, that forms a cycle.
path plus the single edge, therefore |C| ≤ 2d + 1. The Jordan curve theorem
states that a closed curve in a plane divides the plane into an interior and
an exterior region which are unconnected [10]. This cycle follows the Jordan
Curve Theorem and it divides the H into two unconnected regions.
We will now show that there is at least one non-tree edge e, that when
added to the tree forms a cycle which makes the number of vertices on the interior and the exterior regions balanced so both have size less than 2/3|V (H)|.
Consider the edge that is not a member of the tree, that when added to the
tree to form a cycle C, minimizes the maximum size of the outside or inside regions, where ties are broken by minimizing the number of faces on the
maximum size side. We claim e forms a cycle that balances the inside and
outside.
If the regions are balanced then the analysis is complete. Otherwise
the two regions are not balanced. Either the interior or exterior region has
size > 2n/3. To show the claim consider the inside face that contains e as
a boundary edge. The graph is triangulated, so the face has three vertices
x, y, z, and three edges e, f, g, where e = (x, z). Consider the region inside
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C to be larger than that outside the cycle, otherwise the same analysis can
be performed where the emphasis is on placing vertices in the exterior rather
than the interior. Since e is a non-tree edge, then f and g can be both on the
cycle, only one is on the cycle, or neither are on the cycle.

1. In the case where both f and g are on the cycle, then the cycle must be
(e, f, g), as in Figure 2.1. This cannot be the case since then there are no
vertices inside the cycle, therefore this would be imbalanced. A better
edge could have been chosen, forming a contradiction on the choice of e.
2. If one edge f is on the cycle, then the edge g is in the larger region inside
the cycle, and the cycle contains e and f . In this case g would have been
chosen as the non-tree edge, since that would form a cycle where one
additional vertex x would be contained in the originally smaller region,
making it now more balanced.
3. Otherwise neither f nor g are on the cycle. Now, there are cases on
whether f and g are tree edges: edges f and g are both tree edges, one
is a tree edge, or neither is in the spanning tree.
(a) If both are tree edges, then the tree edges that form the cycle with
e, would also form a cycle with f and g, and the tree would contain
a cycle, a contradiction.
(b) Suppose neither f nor g are on the cycle and one edge, f is a tree
edge. The face (e, f, g) is inside the larger region. Choosing the

15

edge g as the best non tree edge would return the same number of
vertices in the interior and exterior as before, however with one face
less in the larger region, contradicting the choice of e.
(c) Next suppose neither f nor g are on the cycle, and neither is a tree
edge. The vertex y, between f and g must be connected to an edge
on the spanning tree that is not on the cycle. In this case a new
cycle could be drawn that uses vertices from the original cycle plus
f or g and the branch of the tree that goes to y. This new cycle
divides the interior region of the graph that had size larger that
2|V (H)|/3, making a new more balanced division. Therefore this
edge would have been chosen originally.
Each possible case considered yields a contradiction, therefore the choice
of e must yield a balanced separator. This separator has size |S| ≤ 2d + 1.
2.2.1.4

Producing the Separator

The graph G0 constructed from G by contracting the vertices above and
including Lα into a single vertex, and discarding those below and including
√
Lβ , has diameter d ≤ 2 n + 2. Therefore by applying the fundamental cycle
lemma we can construct a cycle C in the triangulated and contracted graph
√
√
with size |C| ≤ 2d + 1 ≤ 2 n + 3 = O( n), that separates G0 in a balanced
way. Now the original graph that is triangulated has a simple cycle located
within the layers above Lβ , that separates it into two balanced interior and
exterior regions. In the original graph these balanced interior and exterior
16

regions are still separated, since removing edges does not connect components.
Additionally the regions above Lα and below Lβ are small compared to the
size of the original graph. The separated sets A and B are formed from these
disjoint sets, while the separator is constructed from Lα , Lβ , and C. Now since
√
√
the condensed graph has diameter 2 n + 2, we have an O( n) separator in
that graph. A proper balanced and small separator in the original graph can
be constructed from the cycle separator and the two layers Lα and Lβ in the
original graph, by carefully examining the sizes of all the components.

2.3

Cycle Separator
The separator that the Lipton-Tarjan Planar Separator Theorem yields

does not give any structure beyond separating the graph. The vertices that
form the separator may be unconnected and additionally vertices contained
in each partitions may also be unconnected. If the separator had a guaranteed simple structure, that allowed easier understanding of how the graph was
divided, then the graph and its separation may be better used.
A structure that would allow easier analysis is a simple cycle. For tri√
angulated planar graphs, Miller showed there exists a size O( n) separator
that is a cycle [8]. This separator divides the vertices of the graph into the
two sets A and B: the vertices inside or outside the cycle in the planar embedding. When considering nontriangulated planar graphs, the minimum size
√
cycle separator is limited by the size of the largest face d, and a size O(d n)
separator exists.
17

2.3.1

Construction Sketch [8]
The construction of the simple cycle separator follows a similar idea

as the Lipton-Tarjan planar separator construction, however looking at dual
graph H of an original triangulated graph G.
The breadth first search tree is constructed in the dual graph, H, with
the search starting at a vertex in H, corresponding to a face in G. At the first
step, the starting face corresponds to three edges that form a simple cycle.
Consider adding vertices in the dual to a set, corresponding to adding faces
in the original. If there is an edge in the dual, i.e., the faces are adjacent,
then the union of the faces forms a new group of vertices that have a simple
cycle exterior. So a set of vertices in the dual graph corresponds to faces in
the original that are surrounded by a set of disjoint simple cycles, where the
exterior of each cycle is also disjoint.
The boundary of the exterior faces is a simple cycle in the original
graph, since it is the union of faces, and it could not contain more than one
cycle because multiple cycles would cause the graph to have multiple crossing
edges in a single triangular face, and therefore be non-planar. This constructs
the simple cycle that separates the graph into balanced regions. The proof of
the balanced property follows the Lipton-Tarjan construction [1].

18

2.4
2.4.1

Simple Planar Classes
Binary Trees
A simple graph class with an easily found separator is the class of binary

trees. These graphs have significant structure that can be exploited. They are
trees and therefore do not contain cycles, and every vertex is connected to
at most one parent vertex and at most two child vertices. A binary tree
can be separated into two partitions, each with size less than 2n/3 with the
removal of a single vertex. Since removing any nonleaf vertex from a tree
results in unconnected components, a separator can be easily found. The ideal
vertex can be found by traversing the tree from the root, always choosing the
child that produces a more balanced partition until a proper 2n/3 partition is
found. When this vertex is removed then the tree becomes separated with the
partitions balanced, i.e., each set of vertices that remains in the graph after
the separator is removed has size 2|V (G)|/3. Thus binary trees have a size 1
separator.
2.4.2

Four-Connected Grid Graphs

Four-connected rectangular grid graphs are an example of a planar
√
graph with a simple to find O( n) separator, shown in Figure 2.2. In a fourconnected grid graph each vertex on the interior of the graph is connected
to its four neighbors. These graphs have structure that can be exploited: no
edges that connect vertices that form long connections, i.e., if the grid graph
is embedded in an integer coordinate system, every edge connectes vertices at
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Figure 2.2: A four-connected grid graph, with a separator outlined. Notice
when the vertices in the separator are removed from the graph, then the remaining graph is partitioned into two unconnected sets.
distance 1 in the coordinate system. Since there are no long distance connections, the distance between any pair of vertices increases by at most 2 if any
edge is removed.
√
In rectangular grid graphs, a O( n) separator can be found easily. Any
single column or row is a cut set and can be removed, separating the portions
√
of the graph on either side. The size of this separator is O( n) since the graph
has n vertices in total, and when embedded in a plane, the maximum size of
√
the minimal row or column is n. This is clear, by considering a square versus
a rectangle and the ratio of its sides to the area. This separator can be chosen
to yield partitions, A and B, that are balanced; both A, B ≤ n/2. A diagonal
separator may also be constructed in this grid graph. A set of vertices along
the diagonal in the coordinate system disconnects the graph.
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Chapter 3
Separators in Other Graph Classes

This section of this work notes the main previous work on graph separators in non-planar graph classes. Then this work investigates the class of high
genus non-planar graphs as an interesting graph class to consider for a separator result. The related graph classes of non-planar grid graphs, face-crossing
planar graphs, planar overlays, and restricted distance graphs are defined and
examined. Extensions to the planar separator theorem, and its components,
are then investigated.

3.1

Previous Work on Non-Planar Classes
The case of planar graphs is a very restricted case, where the graph

has a specific structure. As the structure of the graph becomes more generalized, it may no longer be possible to find a separator. For example, in the
complete graph there is no set of vertices which when removed leave unconnected regions of the graph. There has been work showing that separators can
be found efficiently in classes of graphs that are non-planar and have more
general structure.
A surface of genus g is a topological surface where there are g handles
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or loops extending out of the surface that allow curves to cross past other
curves without intersecting. When a graph can be embedded in a surface
of genus g without any edges crossing, then a separator can be found where
|S| = O((gn)1/2 ) [11]. Consequently graphs of bounded genus, i.e., graphs
where the genus g is bounded by a constant, g = O(1) even as the size of the
graph is not bounded, have separators where |S| = O(n1/2 ) [11].
Graphs of bounded genus are a subclass of minor-free graphs, another
class of graphs with a restriction on structure. This class is defined using
graph minors. A graph minor is a graph that can be formed from the original
graph by deleting edges and contracting vertices. Graph classes that disallow
specific minors to be formed from members of the class are known as graphs
excluding a fixed minor [12]. For example planar graphs can be defined as
the class of graphs that exclude the minors K5 , the complete graph with five
vertices, and K3,3 , the complete bipartite graph on 3 + 3 vertices. Separator
theorems also exist for classes of graphs that exclude a fixed minor [13].

3.2

Graph Classes to Consider
When graphs are no longer planar, the structure that allowed the con-

struction of a separator may not be there, however imposing other structure
may allow a separator to be found. In particular when the class is based on
modification of a planar graph, i.e., adding crossing edges, then the planar
separator for the underlying graph may suggest the construction of the new
separator.
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A class of graphs with interesting structure is high-genus near-planar
graphs. These graphs have a high genus, where the number of crossings would
be ω(1), i.e., not bounded by a constant. Additionally, edge crossings would be
present in multiple locations of the graph and thus would not be able to take
advantage of constant number of topological handles or connections. Therefore
these graphs are not able to be embedded in a surface of constant genus, so
the genus of the graph would be not constant, i.e., ω(1), and clearly would
not be planar. The near-planarity property of the graph would restrict the
graph minimize non-planar crossing and provide structure that would allow
an approach to tackling the separator theorem in this more general case. Edge
crossings in near-planar graphs are limited so that the non-planar properties
of the graph are restricted to local regions. To ensure this the crossed edges
must be local to each other, i.e., the distance between the endpoints of crossed
edge pairs is bounded by a constant. Additionally, this class of graphs does
not necessarily have an excluded fixed minor. In the general case of highgenus near-planar graphs, when attempting to contract vertices, the diagonal
connections can be used to provide links that allow minors to be constructed.
Therefore, these graphs cannot be characterized by the previous results about
separators [11] [13].
An example of such a graph would be the eight-connected grid graph,
where each vertex is connected only to its eight nearest neighbors. This graph
clearly is non-planar, as the edges that connect diagonally opposed vertices
cross each other, as seen in Figure 3.1. Each edge only crosses at most one
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other edge but the graph has genus where the number of crossings grows with
the size of the graph and is not bounded by a constant, since multiple edges
cannot be embedded in the handle portion of the surface. Further, the edges
that cross are local relative to each other. There is distance 1 between the
two crossing edges. Some additional classes of graphs including extended nonplanar grid, face-crossings, planar overlays, restricted distance crossings are
examined as candidates for extended separator results.

3.3

Non-Planar Grid Graphs
Grid graphs are used in image applications. The vertices represent

pixels, and edge weights can encode pixel level information such as color differences between pixels. For example grid graphs are used as the basis for
encoding images for image segmentation algorithms that use maximum flow
algorithms [14]. Increasing the connectedness of a grid representing the image allows for local information to be shared at a longer scale, but makes the
graphs non-planar.
When the graph has higher connectedness than the four-connected case,
then it becomes non-planar, and has high genus, making this an interesting
class of graphs to examine. This class of graphs has a useful structure. First,
crossing edges are close to each other. In the case of distance-d connected
grid graphs, described in section 3.3.2, edges exist between vertices that are
at distance d from each other when drawn in an integer grid. This limits the
crossings to local level, and disallows edges that would connect otherwise far
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Figure 3.1: An eight-connected grid graph, with a separator outlined.
vertices. Additionally when embedded in a plane grid graphs have clear rows
and columns that are intuitive starting points for a separator.
3.3.1

Eight-Connected Grid Graphs
The rectangular eight-connected grid graph is a non-planar high genus

graph that also has a very defined structure, shown in Figure 3.1. In these
graphs each vertex is connected to its eight nearest neighbors when drawn
as a regular grid. This graph is non-planar, the vertices that are directly
diagonal have an edge between them that intersects the edge between a pair
of neighboring vertices. There is a pair of crossing edges in every interior face
in the corresponding four-connected grid graph. Each edge only crosses at
most one other edge, but the total number of crossings in a graph increases
with the size of the graph. However, the graph has genus where the number of
crossings grows with the size of the graph and is not bounded by a constant.
Only a single edge can be embedded in a handle portion of the surface when
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considering a non-planar embedding of the eight-connected grid. Multiple
edges cannot be embedded in a handle, since the pairs of edges that cross
are not local to other pairs of crossing edges. Further, the edges that cross
are local relative to each other. There is distance 1 between the two crossing
edges.
√
Remark 1. The eight-connected grid graph has a separator of size O( n).
Examining the structure of eight-connected grid graphs informs the size
of the separator. The structure in this case of non-planar high genus graphs
is its ability to be drawn in a grid like the four-connected grid. The crossings
introduced by the eight-connected property only connect across faces that
did not have an edge before and do not interfere with the ability to remove
a row or column to form a separator, as in the four-connected grid. The
diagonal separators as in the four-connected case are no longer possible, the
additional edges introduced connect diagonally across the separator, making
the two resulting partitions connected by those edges. However, a cut set
can be constructed from a diagonal set of vertices combined with vertices
directly adjacent to it. In this case every edge that originates in one of the
two partitions now terminates in the separator. This separator is twice as
√
large as the separator in the original graph, but it is still O( n). And as in
the four-connected grid graph, this cut set is small and balanced forming a
separator.
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3.3.2

Distance-d Connected Grid Graphs
The idea of connected grid graphs can be extended so that every vertex

has additional edges connecting it to other close vertices. The notion of close
or local vertices can be described by using a distance metric D() in the original
unconnected two dimensional grid of vertices. In a distance-d connected grid
graph, there exist an edge e = (u, v) between vertices u and v where D(u, v) ≤
d. The distance between connected vertices and their arrangement in a grid
ensures that the crossings occur locally. The specific metric D used changes
which vertices are connected. For example with distance d = 2, with the
p
euclidean metric D((x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 )) = (x1 − x2 )2 + (y1 − y2 )2 , a vertex is
connected to twelve neighbors, the eight nearest neighbors in addition to the
four vertices that are at distance two along the axes. While with d = 2 and
the maximum metric D((x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 )) = max(|x1 − x2 |, |y1 − y2 |), a vertex
is connected to the 24 nearest neighbors that are arranged in a square pattern.
Definition 4 (Distance-d Connected Grid Graph). A distance-d connected
grid graph G with respect to distance metric D is a graph where the vertices
are arranged in a rectangular a × b integer grid, with the following edges.
The vertex u is represented as u = (iu , ju ) where iu ∈ [1, . . . , a], and ju ∈
[1, . . . , b] are the indices of the vertex in the grid. Given distance metric D
where D(u, v) = D((iu , ju ), (iv , jv )), there is an edge between a pair of vertices
u and v, i.e., (u, v) ∈ E(G) if D(u, v) ≤ d.
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3.3.2.1

A Separator in Distance-d Connected Grid Graphs

Consider using the maximum distance metric. At distance d > 1 each
vertex is connected to its d2 − 1 nearest neighbors, and every edge crosses
multiple other edges and the genus of the graph is nonconstant. When the
distance d > 1, then a row no longer yields a cut set. However a cut set can
still be constructed by taking a row that would separate the four-connected
graph, and taking the union of the d adjacent rows in the distance-d connected
graph. This would separate the graph in a balanced way since the underlying
grid would be separated by the original row, and any vertex that is local to that
row would have been added to the cut set. This ensures that any edge that
originates in one partition of the graph terminates in the separator and thus
the partitions are unconnected. The original separator in the four-connected
√
√
√
grid has O( n) and the new separator has size O((2d + 1) n) = O(d n),
and d is constant for each case of graph.
Consider a rectangular distance-d connected grid graph G with size
|G| = n, and its embedding in a plane. The graph embedding can be arranged
as a p × q grid of vertices, where pq = n. Label each vertex ui,j based on its
location in the grid where 1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ q. A vertex ui,j is connected
to its nearest neighbors ui+x,j+y where −d ≤ x ≤ d and −d ≤ y ≤ d, using the
maximum distance metric.
Without loss of generality assume p ≤ q.
Lemma 2. The rows containing vertices uk,m where bq/2c−d ≤ m ≤ bq/2c+d
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and 1 ≤ k ≤ p is a balanced small separator S.
Proof
A proper separator separates the partitions, has partitions that are
balanced, and the separator is of small size.
Separated
Claim:
S separates the sets A = {uij | 1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ m − d} and
B = {uij | 1 ≤ i ≤ p and m + d ≤ j ≤ q} into two unconnected partitions.
Proof of claim:
Note A ∩ B = A ∩ S = S ∩ B = ∅. Consider any vertex ui0 ,j 0 ∈ A. If
j < m − 2d, then clearly all its neighbors are also within A. If m − 2d ≤ j ≤
m − d, then the neighbors above, below, and to the left are clearly within A.
The neighbors to the right of ui0 ,j for any i0 and j ≥ m − d are the vertices
ui0 +x,j+y . Given that the graph is distance-d, −d ≤ x ≤ d and −d ≤ y ≤ d.
Thus j +x ≤ m−d+x ≤ m−d+d ≤ m. The value of i0 does not influence the
set that ui0 ,j is found in. Since all the j coefficients in set B are in the range
j ≥ m + d, then ui0 ,j must be located in S ∪ A. Thus all neighbors of u ∈ A
are either in A or S, which are disjoint from B. The same analysis holds for
u ∈ B. Therefore there is no edge e = (u, v) such that u ∈ A and v ∈ B, and
thus a cut set is formed.
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Balanced
Claim:
|A| ≤ 2n/3 and |B| ≤ 2n/3
Proof of claim:
The set A is a rectangular grid. Therefore |A| = p(m − d); similarly
|B| = p(j − (m + d)). The total number of vertices is n = pq. Therefore
|A| = p(m − d) = p(bq/2c − d) ≤ p(q/2 − d) ≤ pq/2 ≤ n/2 ≤ 2n/3. And,
|B| = p(q − (m + d)) = p(bq/2c) ≤ p(q − d)/2 ≤ pq/2 ≤ 2n/3. And therefore
the cut set is balanced.
Small
Claim:
√
|S| = O( n)
Proof of claim:
The separator S contains all uk,m where 1 ≤ k ≤ p and bq/2c − d ≤
m ≤ bq/2c + d. The size of this set is p(bq/2c + d) − p(bq/2c − d) = p(2d + 1).
√
Since p ≤ q, n = pq ≤ qq, therefore n ≤ q. Therefore, |S| = p(2d + 1) =
√
√
√
(2d + 1)n/q ≤ (2d + 1)n/( n) ≤ (2d + 1) n, and |S| = O( n). Thus S is a
small cut set.
Since S is a small set of vertices that separates the partitions, which
are balanced, then this is a proper separator.
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√
Corollary 1. The eight-connected grid graph has a separator of size O( n).
Proof of Remark 1 and Corollary 1
Consider the distance metric D((i1 , j1 ), (i2 , j2 )) = max(|i1 −i2 |, |j1 −j2 |)
with distance d = 1. The graph G with n vertices generated by this is the
eight-connected grid graph. Using Lemma 2, this graph has a proper separator
√
of size O( n).
3.3.3

Multidimensional Grid Graphs
Multidimensional grid graphs are constructed using equally spaced D-

dimensional lattice points as vertices and then connecting to the nearest 2D
neighbors. The edges e = (u, v) in the graph are as follows, a vertex is labeled as u : (d1 , . . . , dD ) where the di is its coordinate in the grid along a
dimension, a connected neighbor has labeling v : (d1 , . . . , di+1 , . . . , dD ) orv :
(d1 , . . . , di−1 , . . . , dD ) for any i, i.e, exactly one index differs by one.
Remark 2. For a multidimensional grid graph G with dimensionality D, a
separator of size O(n(D−1)/D ) can be found by taking all the vertices in a Dhyper-plane.
In these graphs a cut set can be found by taking all the vertices in a
D-hyper-plane. This partitions the graph into two unconnected subgraphs.
The partitions can be balanced by choosing the middle hyper-plane as the
separator. Given the original D-dimensional grid graph G with h vertices in
the grid along each dimension, with size |G| = n = hD a hyper-plane has size
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hD−1 . Thus the size of the cut set is hD−1 = n(D−1)/D , and the cut set is a
separator.
These graphs can be expanded to be distance-d connected D-dimensional
grid graphs. In this case the hyper-plane of vertices can be combined with the
d adjacent planes to ensure that the remaining partitions do not have an edge
connecting them, forming a separator.

3.4

Face-Crossing Non-Planar Graphs
An extension of planar graphs to non-planar, high genus graphs is to

consider restrictions on crossings. One such restriction is to allow crossing
in the faces of an embedding of a planar graph, as seen in Figure 3.2. The
genus of such a graph is non constant and bounded by the size of the largest
face F , and the number of faces NF . The genus within the face is O(|F |2 ),
since there the number of crossing edges increases with the number of pairs
of vertices on the graph. The total genus of the graph is O(|F |2 NF ) These
graphs are near-planar since all the crossings take place within original faces,
and therefore are localized.
Definition 5 (Face-crossing graph). Given a non-planar graph G and its embedding, a face-crossing graph G0 is constructed by adding edges that connect vertices on each face of G.
√
Remark 3. Face-crossing graphs have a cut set of size O(|F |2 NF n)
In this case a separator could be constructed by taking advantage of
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Figure 3.2: A face-crossing graph. The only crossings are located in faces of a
planar base graph.
the structure of the graph. There are no crossings between the original planar
faces. The separator for the underlying planar graph would be found using
the techniques from the Planar Separator Theorem.
This planar separator could easily be extended to separate the new nonplanar graph. For every face that contains vertices that are in the separator
of the underlying planar graph, its vertices are added to the cut set. Any
edge in the graph now is either in one of the partitions, or has at least one
vertex in the separator as required by the separator in the underlying planar
graph. Or any new edge has at least one vertex on a face that has been added
√
to the separator. This new cut set has size O(|F |2 NF n). This may not be
a small separator since the size of the face F may be large. However if the
face-crossings are limited, then a small separator maybe found.
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3.5

Planar Overlays
Planar overlays can be used to construct near-planar graphs. A planar

graph G and an embedding is taken as the base of the construction, and then
another planar graph H is overlayed on the base. The vertices in the overlay
correspond to vertices in the base graph, and the edges from the overlay are
added to the base graph. Adding an overlay may make the graph no longer
planar.
A separator can be constructed in an overlayed planar graph. The
planar separator theorem yields a separator S in the base graph G. The
planar separator can be extended by adding vertices from any connection that
would have been created by the overlay can be added to the separator. If the
√
overlay adds only a constant number of edges then |S 0 | = O( n). Otherwise
the separator would grow too large.
Some restrictions on overlays may allow a separator to be found. The
overlay can be restricted to add a limited number of edges at any distance
to the original graph. Another restriction could be only on short distance
crossings. In this case the separator would need to be modified by expanding
into vertices adjacent to the separator, but within the short distance. Multiple overlays with limited short distance crossing would expand the graphs
considered, and a similar modification to the separator would be performed.
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3.6

Restricted Crossing Distance Graphs
A class of near-planar high genus graphs that is not constructed from

planar graphs but is interesting to consider in relation to separators is the class
of restricted crossing distance graphs. In this class of graphs, the distance in
the graph between any of the four vertices contained by a crossing pair of edges
is bounded by a constant d, when either of the crossing edges is removed. This
class of graphs is similar to the distance-d grid graphs, but the vertices are not
restricted to the grid structure. The limited distance forces any crossing to be
local, and the crossing edges do not bridge between possible distant partitions.
Definition 6 (Restricted Crossing Distance Graph). A restricted crossing
distance graph G is a graph where the following property holds for a constant
d: given a pair of edges e = (u1 , v1 ), f = (u2 , v2 ) that cross, in the graph G0
with the edge e removed, the distance from u1 to v1 is at most d, and similarly
with the edge f removed, the distance from u2 to v2 is at most d.
If a separator for this class could be found for some planar underlying
graph, the separator in this class of graphs would be constructed as a multiple
layer separator. The separator could be extended by d vertices near each
√
crossing edge increasing the size to O(hd n), where h is the maximum degree
in the graph.
Remark 4. The graph class of restricted crossing distance does not have a
proper separator without additional restrictions.
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This class of graphs has special cases that must be considered. Every
vertex on an edge that crosses is only at distance 1 from any other vertex in
the complete graph, even when any crossing edge is removed. Consider the
complete graph Kn . This graph satisfies the conditions of restricted crossing
distance. However, no amount of vertices can be removed from a complete
graph to form two unconnected components. Therefore the complete graph
does not have any cut set or separator. It is clear that only restricting the
distance between crossing edges is not sufficient to have a proper separator.

3.7

Towards Extending the Planar Separator Theorem
Proof
For these extended high-genus near-planar graph classes, a proof ap-

proach similar to the planar separator theorem would be a potential approach
to have a separator result for these classes. The non-planar portions of the
graph that cross are localized. Therefore the dependence of the proof on the
local details of planarity can be reworked taking into account the local nonplanarity. The components of the proof that depend on planarity will be
attempted using the intuition from the locality of the non-planar portions of
the graph.
The main components of the planar separator theorem proof are the
breadth first search tree construction, and the fundamental cycle lemma, which
uses the planarity of the graph allowing use of the Jordan Curve Theorem.
The details of a separator proof depend on the specific class of graph
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chosen. In addition, weaker bounds on the size of the separator could be used
to facilitate results.
3.7.1

Breadth First Search Tree Diameter Reduction
In the non-planar case, the layered breadth first search tree can be

constructed in a similar manner as the planar case. If a cycle lemma is able
to be applied to the tree without much additional modification, a similar
approach as the planar proof would yield a separator. However if any crossing
edges bypass the separator, the separator produced from the tree would need
to contain multiple layers of vertices.
3.7.2

Fundamental Cycle Lemma
A fundamental cycle lemma for high-genus near-planar graphs would

state for a graph G in the class that has specific structure, that G can be partitioned into A, B and the separator S, where the separator has a bounded size.
The structure in the planar case that determined the size of the separator was
a spanning tree of depth d. Additionally, the case analysis in the fundamental
cycle lemma depends on a triangulation of the original graph, and a examining
the case of non-planar graph may allow a similar case analysis [15].
Consider an embedding of G into a plane where the number of crossings
is minimized, and a spanning tree T of G. If the spanning tree is non crossing,
then the goal would be to find a specific edge e, that results in the best division.
If this edge does not cross the tree, then a separator would be found. However
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if the edge crosses the tree, a case analysis could be performed to examine the
effects on the separator and additional edges added to it.
If the spanning tree T were crossing in the embedding of G, then there
are two possible approaches. The tree T could be modified to get a possibly
non crossing spanning tree by swapping edges [16]. Otherwise, the entire faces
that contain crossing edges from T could be added to the separator. This
approach would need to be limited to non-planar graphs with limited crossing
distance, otherwise too many vertices would need to be added to the separator.
√
Only O( n) vertices could be added. Additionally, the faces added can be
contracted to single vertex so a new spanning tree is constructed. The case
analysis for adding an edge to make a cycle must take into account the faces
added.
3.7.3

Jordan Curve Theorem
Planarity allows the use of the Jordan curve theorem, whereby a closed

curve divides a plane into the interior and exterior. In the near-planar case, a
connected “dividing” set of vertices can be used to replace the curve, when the
distance of crossing edges is limited. Since any simple cycle may have crossing
edges, the dividing set mimics the curve, but is extended to include vertices
adjacent to the cycle within a short distance. The cycle may have arbitrary
many crossings, however when the distance of crossings is limited, the size of
the dividing cut set is limited as well. The removal of the dividing set should
divide the graph into an interior and exterior region that are unconnected.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion

This work examined separators in planar graphs and high genus nearplanar graphs. Non-planar graph classed including multiple non-planar grids,
face-crossings, planar overlays, and restricted distance crossings were examined as candidates for extended separator results. Each of these graph classes
included restrictions on the structure of the graph to allow for the existence
of a separator.
These grid graphs, including 8-connected, d-distance crossings, and Ddimensional, all had very restricted structure. In these graphs a simple separator could be found by taking a set of vertices from a division along the
grid structure and extending the width of the vertex set to encompass the
possibility of crossing edges.
Meanwhile in graph classes that extend planar graphs, including planar overlays and face-crossings graphs, a separator can be constructed from
the underlying planar separator, but with the addition of extra vertices that
contribute to crossing edges which would connect the partitions. Such addi√
tions increase the size of the separator, sometimes past the desired O( n) size
bound.
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In the case of restricted distance crossing graphs, that restriction was
not powerful enough to guarantee the existence of a graph separator. Additional restrictions, on the degree of vertices or the amount of crossings, are
needed for a separator theorem about this class of graphs.
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Chapter 5
Future Work

The graph classes examined in this work were either too structured
and had simple separators, or were not structured enough to yield a separator.
Some classes lacked the structure to guarantee a separator or to provide size
bounds.
The initial goal with future work is to identify the most interesting class
of high genus near-planar graphs, where a proper separator can still be found.
The examination of the uses of separator problems or applied graph problems,
may instruct the properties of graphs that are useful to investigate. If a general
graph class is identified as interesting, then the details of restrictions and graph
properties can be examined with respect to the proof of the separator theorem.
Proving a separator theorem is the primary goal for future work. The
investigation of a proof for a separator theorem for a class of graphs informs
the restrictions necessary. This work outlines some possible approaches to the
proof. In general the planar separator theorem gives a useful framework for
the proof. However, many details due to non-planarity need to be investigated,
with a firm idea for the graph class. The main changes necessary in the proof
appear in the fundamental cycle lemma. Additionally, the structure of the
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graph must be examined for its ability to allow an arbitrary separator to be
found. The structure of the graph class may need to be changed, in addition to
√
relaxing the desired O( n) bound on the size of the separator. The size bound
on the separator is likely to depend on a parameter related to the distance in
the graph that the crossing edges span.
Another area to explore is divide and conquer problems on graphs.
The graph separator is motivated by these problems, so investigating which
problems benefit would motivate graph classes to examine. Ideally divide and
conquer problems that currently only have solutions in planar cases but have
non-planar variants would benefit from high genus near-planar graphs. Some
such problems may be found in image analysis.
Given a separator theorem result, the final step would be to explore an
efficient algorithm to generate the separator. In the planar case, the separator
can be found in linear time. Additionally, one can implement the algorithm,
and compare running times to other algorithms for graph separators. Another area for implementation would be to solve divide and conquer problems
using the graph separators generated, and compare results to similar planar
problems.
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